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Ronald Bruner, Jr.’s Triumph is the kind of guileless, joyful, wonderful
record that only gets made once in a blue moon – doubly impressive
given the handicaps he’s working with. For one, he’s a drummer,
meaning he’s a team player taking on a starring role. Secondly, a lot of
the album is devoted to vocal-centric pop, and his voice isn’t that great.
Third, his younger brother is Stephen Bruner, a.k.a. Thundercat, whose
Drunk dropped a week before Triumph and is now garnering raves across
the globe. Few who bought Drunk likely know Thundercat even has a
brother, let alone that he just dropped an album. (A third brother, Jameel,
plays in the Internet.)

Bruner doesn’t sound like he cares about any of this, and that’s why
Triumph succeeds. He’s not at pains to show off his drum chops, even if
the record opens with a veritable blitz of drum rolls and tom fills. A few of the tracks even cut out live drums entirely
in favor of drum machines. He caterwauls in the higher register of his voice, but it’s endearing rather than irritating;
this is a voice with more charm than chops. And though he can’t resist but indulge in a two-part epic or a ten-minute
jam here and there, Triumph sounds like it was made more for fun than anything else. Every moment of it courses
with Bruner’s unfettered joy in being able to make this music.

Bruner’s strong pop instincts help. I suspect psych-era Beatles records were often played in the Bruner household,
because the Fabs’ instinct for whimsical and harmony-soaked yet tough and economical tunes seems to have
carried through to both Stephen and Ronald’s work (the former’s “Walkin’,” in particular, always struck me as very
Beatlesque.) “She’ll Never Change,” with its ascending riff and hooky melismas, could have been a Lennon-
McCartney composition from their first couple doobies – maybe the same ones that produced “The Word” and “We
Can Work It Out.” “Take Your Time” is explicitly flower-child; it advocates telling someone you’ve never met you love
them – which in real life would bring weird stares rather than inner peace but which makes perfect sense in the
psych-pop world the song inhabits, where all you need is love.

Albums this carefree tend to slide into absurdity, as Triumph often does, but that’s part of its personality. As a pop
singer, Bruner is a goofy, sincere loverboy. He’s the eldest Bruner, but his charm is all kid-brother, especially when
he drops lines like “show me you, I’ll show you me” or “that black dress changed my point of view. ” It’s almost
reminiscent of R. Kelly, and the way he belts his high parts like his life depends on it certainly brings the Pied Piper
to mind. But unlike Kelly, who’s obviously cruel and cold, Bruner is never anything less than lovable and radiant.

Triumph does a deft job of balancing its pop-oriented and chops-oriented material. An album consisting entirely of
one or the other might have been boring, but the two styles carry the record’s weight evenly. Triumph runs nearly an
hour, but take away sprawling jams “Open the Gate” and “Chick’s Web” and you’re left with a nice, 40-minute pop
record. Unless you’re paying attention to the instrumental interplay (as a lot of this album’s audience likely will), the
jams fade into the background and give the listener breaks between rapid-fire servings of strident R&B.

It would be insulting to talk about Triumph strictly in the shadow of Bruner’s younger brother, but I suspect
Thundercat had plenty of pointers to give. In a lot of ways, Triumph resembles Thundercat’s fantastic 2011 debut
The Golden Age Of Apocalypse  – in its lightness of touch, in the way it deftly balanced deep jamming and fleet-
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footed pop, in just how fun it is to listen to. It’s hard to think how else to explain the confidence this record radiates,
and the ease with which it surmounts the potential problems that could have tripped it up. This is exhilarating music.
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